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Drive
Judson Michael Agla
I love the way you drive
It’s like the way you love,
full throttle,
with the most reckless of intentions
The streetlights seem to bow
and dim upon your approach,
like sentries guarding the darkness ahead,
signaling safe passage
Your kisses become comfort
in the low lights of the dashboard,
but I’ve never encountered someone
with such passionate monsters
You chase your engine like an armed pilgrim,
on the way to lay siege to the promised land,
shrieking back into the disappearing landscape
What is it of rot and ruin,
that pursues you with such wretched conviction?
As the icy road passes underneath with quiet caress,
we barrel into a new dawn of deliverance,
carrying the spark that will ignite
the fires of reckoning
Where we will stand witness to
the decline of the benevolence
of slaughter

How Can He
John D Robinson
How can he write when
there is blood on his hands,
destruction upon his breath,
hope between his fingertips,
love an explosion sprinting
through his blood
How can he write when
people are dying of hunger,
of disease and madness
and violence
How can he write when
water is gold and the air
strangled and polluted,
when girls and women are
violated at the vileness
of men in every village,
town and city across
the globe,
when the planet is acting
out suicide before his eyes
How can he write?
Because he has to,
he has no choice,
it’s all he can
fucking do.

a lucrative business
J.J. Campbell
i had a dream
i started a lucrative
business writing
suicide notes for
those who could
never find the
right words
everything was
going great until
my shrink asked
me if i was simply
avoiding writing
my own note
the dream started
to fade from there
and i asked myself
what ever happened
to the dreams about
the beautiful women
i woke up laughing
that fucking shrink
doesn’t know i wrote
my note years ago
just waiting for it
to get published

Gargoyles
Kristin Garth
in dreams i will follow you to rooms which
cannot be true. knock doors with holes as small
as me where you appraise every inch
you see, timorous, in a half lit hall.
a freshly shaven babydoll closes eyes,
pulls up her dress, ritual you request
before turning the lock. tiptoe by
your flock of gargoyles asleep abreast,
the broken ones you loved the best, unleashed,
still animals at your behest, with teeth
for any who fail your tests. make a feast
of me upon egress if i’m not bequeathed
the night to serve the master, as is right.
only good girls get to stay the night.

Silence is Golden
Brian Rosenberger
He no longer goes to bars.
Happy hours are to be avoided.
Too much talk about sports, politics,
Religion or relationships.
Those problems endure regardless
Of what the patrons drink.
Jack Used To Write Horrible Sex Poems
Dan Flore
Jack used to write
horrible sex poems
stuff like
“my penis sloshing around
inside of you”
but he made us laugh so much
with his dull, explicit lines
he had to be some sort of poet
perhaps he was the the poet of suck
he sure liked to use that word a lot

Depression, best consumed shot by shot,
In the shadows, by yourself.
It goes down much smoother,
With ice or not.
Certainly without conversation.
His preferred glass, Evan Williams and Pepsi,
Or just bourbon and more bourbon.
The calories, not a concern.
No judgment.
He knows the bartender, after all.
The soundtrack of his demise, his future,
Probably both. Various podcasts, music,
The sometimes TV shows,
Or his damn arguing neighbors.
Sound travels in his subdivision.
He delights to the sound of barking dogs,
As long as it’s not his dogs.
Never a fan of leaf-blower symphonies
Or fucking lawn mowers.
He prefers the occasional gunshots.
More final.
He drinks in darkness, in sunshine
Today, a sky full of dark and threatening skies.
The Sun, a tomorrow away.
It could be Heaven. It could be Hell.
He never waits long for the next glass.

All The Madwomen (Shock Corridor)
Andy Seven
Creeping up a dark crooked staircase
pushing on a large steel door
opened up to a cracked linoleum floor
it was an empty room of women
all the madwomen
one sat in a rocking chair
singing lullabies to a doll with no eyes
and one arm missing
another laughed hysterically at me
choking on her laughter
tears rolling down her face
in cascades of pain
Hearts scrawled all over the walls
boys’ names scrawled in crayons:
HARRY ADAM DAVID CHUCK
a girl stared into nowhere
tearing hair from her head
whispering He Loves Me He Loves Me Not
the little black one baring her teeth at me
pushing me in the back
hissing I’m sick of your shit ya hear?

The cracked window high above
pouring broken light into the gloom
there was the blonde
who slapped me over and over
“I’M SAD! MAKE ME LAUGH!”
a few clawed between their legs
vigorously rubbing their vaginas
bright red raw
mangling their breasts
as their tongues mechanically rolled around their lips
moaning like cows in an abattoir
The room heated up and manic musk filled the room
they moved in and
circled all around me
pushing me down and grabbing my sex
kissing and licking and biting me
like piranhas
a swirling maelstrom of hair and teeth
I screamed and screamed
the last thing I heard
was Daddy I love you

Recovery In Pieces
James Diaz
The kid says he’s tired
of this way of life
and I’m hoping he means it
but we’ve been here before
knocking and then running
back out the door
sleeping on motel floors
while his mother-love
cradles her johns
in a bed wide enough
for all of the pain in the world
on this last run
he lost all his clothes
returns home
in a pair of women’s jeans
talking about getting clean
it lasts a day
what can I say
I know well the way
that wheel turns
and turns
inside our damaged
little heads

but this morning
he asks for the number to rehab
and I give it and give it and give it
we’ve been here before
and the spirit is poor
the body weary
the kid says he’s tired
I’m tired too
but what can I do
except offer up what little I know
how you got to surrender to win
how you can’t go home again
feels like it’s written on the wall
the kid’s aiming for hope
but prepped for the fall
all I know is you gotta answer the call
give em that number again and again
just in case
this is the bottom
they’re calling you from.

The Little Things
A. Lynn Blumer
No Happy Endings
Stephen Bamberough
A fuck don’t come for free
It grips your soul on bended knee
Chasing dreams of what could be
But with every spent load I feel more empty
A floor full of dildos and a magic wand
Enough squirt on the carpet
To fill a garden pond
Pleasantries exchanged and then we’re gone
No happy endings
No lasting song
Then back to the game of swiping right
Feeding my ego all through the night
I know it’s wrong but I cannot fight
Just find me a hole and watch me take flight
This modern love it ain’t really for me
To many choices upon my phone’s screen
I’m physically high but emotionally lean
Living in a nightmare of my own wet dream

reeling dialog
reeling scenes
to long for without
any more promise
reeling happy thoughts
reeling dialog
reeling scenes
for longing
happy thoughts
Ghosting over the abyss
that gazes also—
reeling scenes
reeling portraits
of being pinned
to something unshakable
reeling pleas unheard
grabbed at the throat
locked down at the hip
happy thoughts
reeling dialog with you
an abyss
I want to look in to.

Mutual Masturbation
Leah Mueller
From 2300 miles away, I hear the slapping sound
of your fist against your thigh, as you
reminisce about that winter night when
you squirted whipped cream in my ass.
Due to a dairy allergy, I insisted that it be vegan.
You, ever eager, went to the co-op
and paid an exorbitant price for pleasure:
mostly yours. I felt like a car with a too-full tank
spilling gasoline from its insertion hole.
I fantasize about your mouth
on my nipples, the time you slid your cock
between my lubricated breasts,
your spilled ejaculate across my chest.
My whispered assurance that the lotion was organic.
Ten years later, I own a different bottle
of organic lotion, and I rub it between my legs
with brisk motions, until finally I come
in oceanic undulations, minutes before

my cell phone battery dies.
Fifteen percent charge means I must
make the most of my orgasm.
We have a knack for climaxing together,
even across three time zones.
Afterwards, we speak in familiar tones,
as you lie in the puddle of your own effluvium,
just as you did when we were together.
It’s both comforting and sad,
the after-sex intimacy of long-distance lovers,
two sets of genitals in solitary rooms.
I tell stories about old paramours, and you listen:
your ears wide open, relaxed as my vagina,
damp and glistening on my living room chair.
Our beds finally claim what is left of our bodies.
Both of us will plug our phones into sockets,
then fall asleep on separate mattresses.
This is the way we have always been.
We will never be any different.

Together, We Are Monsters
David Arroyo
My film is not a dream.
It is a giallo birthed from a Hammer film.
British cleavage blood-drenched in Italian fantasy.
Dubbed English heightens the unreality
of me, former Puerto Rican altar boy,
looming behind you, white girl.
You. Turn.
Out of lips synced too precisely to my libido
you purr, “I never try anything. I just do it.”
A quiet bang
spreads across my mind
in thick viscera.
I do not know who the monster is.
There is a rusty gleam,
smearing over this flick like a money shot,
gratuitous, just shy of pornographic.
Unless, a person can feel pornography.
My deepest rape fantasies
intertwining with my sticky heart strings in a tangled,
messy
scream
for you.
There are many questions posed in my scream, a bouquet:
venus fly traps, triffids, flowers that inhale moonlight.
Why can’t I love with sobriety?
How do I work through embracing my nightmares doggystyle?
Why can’t I convince you I’m a risk worth taking?
Did the first two questions answer the third?
“I want to carry you off to my Black Lagoon.”
What would you do with this truth?
Compress the questions down my throat like coal. The result:
not a diamond for an Adam’s apple but a puzzlebox.
The solution is speech,
but these hallelujahs are for The Scarlet Gospels
according to Clive Barker.

It is his angels,
leather-strapped Cenobites,
I’ll call forth.
They have such sights to show us,
and they would make deals with me.
Finally, I’d bend you to my will, and throwing my
soul to Leviathan is small price,
but the questions would still be questions
stalking my cobwebbed halls in a porn-shaped zombie of you,
hardly the love poem I had in mind,
so I forsake the best of all possible
hells for intellectual torture porn.
Pinhead is disappointed.
Writhing coffins for two cannot compete
with my need to be a student of you.
I’d rather be caught staring into your cleavage,
possessed by a male gaze,
riding the sight line to the sin line
in hopes of finding something less human
housing a moment of honesty with whatever
Transylvania lurks
under your full moon flesh —
But hell is full of rebels and compulsive explorers.
Pinhead turns my gaze to the souls raised and struck down,
raised and struck down in Styxxxian pools:
flaming liars, cheats, the insatiable kindred spirits.
I see black sabbath tears,
and black tears congeal into a viscera that never lies or cheats.
The triple x pools sated as the bottom of a lake full of the dead.
Questions sink like concrete boots,
and the dead hate the living.
The answers rise when the visceral bodies
popsicle into a black monolith on water’s skin:
Together, we are monsters.
Bride of Frankenstein, blonde hair like a bishop’s mitre streaked
with wild cotton, it is not you I fear, it is me, my weakness,
my inability to make you feel this heart, hung
from the tallest gallows by the puritans and love it.

Watering Hole
Ryan Quinn Flanagan
He is standing in the middle of the street.
In very short shorts from the 1970s.
Emptying a purple watering can over a pronounced pot hole.
A light sprinkle at first, then he tips the can.
Watering this hole caved right out of the pavement.
That cars slow and weave to avoid.
I wonder what he is hoping to grow.
Hopefully not another child.
He already has too many of them.
The child services lady keeps sniffing around.
Like she remembers those old scratch and sniff books
that made a tire yard smell like bubble gum.
I loved those books.
Sitting in the basement crawlspace
surrounded by panicked silverfish
and old potatoes with roots long as
some city busses.
Perhaps that explains some of the disconnect.
Mine and his in this more immediate of slash pieces.
This middle-aged man who remembers to shave.
Watering the street in a black wife beater
that has seen better days.
A scarred left knee from an old surgery.
And always the stupid purple watering can.

Small Talk
Ruth Niemiec
I think you misunderstood
I ordered an oat milk latte
This is clearly a cow’s milk latte
Let me make it clear
I don’t want milk from the bosom
of an animal
of a mammal
Oats suit me just fine
crush them,
pulverise them
mmm make it violent
Yum, yum
I don’t ask for blood transfusions
I want my blood
in my veins
dripping wet gold
on my chains
I think you misunderstood me
Just the coffee beans with oat milk
Thanks
That’s enough to wake me
from the dread of existence
Take the sleep
from my eyes
Take a hit
that dark blend
ahhh
and hope that I awake to
motivate myself to
run to work sweating
sit at my desk and say thanks
and yes

I ask my former self
the sperm
why did you swim
so fast
are you punishing me for pain
Sorry mister!
Barista!
I zoned out, haha
sorry, yes, no, thank you
Yeah, I just prefer oat milk
in my lattes
Have a great day

Syphilis Street
Danny D. Ford
After the supermarket
we left the edge of the park
and headed up the hill
Our bags were full
and heavy
polythene stretching with the weight
of cartons,
courgettes, wine, blue cheese
beers, beans, bread,
and raw hams
at the end of the boulevard
we turned left
not right
not knowing
we found things
when we turned left
wet things
scaling the hill
a slow but steady flow
of tissues and condoms
littered the broken concrete
our sandal clad toes
treaded carefully between
old stains and busted latex
at first
it was funny
maybe a ‘Napoletani’ dogging spot

but
fifteen minutes later
the sporadic splutter of spunk wreckage
became a spate
of sewage
we played hopscotch
in the human slop
then the cars appeared
three of them
the first silver
and inconspicuous enough
as we passed
we saw sheets shut in the window
like a kids’ den curtains
the second was black
smaller
and slightly rocking
“look at it rocking!” we exclaimed
and the rocking slowed
we didn’t feel bad though
about putting them off their stroke
after all
it was 5:30 in the afternoon
on a hot summer’s day
and we just wanted a bus stop
to rest our legs and luggage

Romance of the Fortune Teller
Dan Cuddy
lightning, thunder
chalk scraped against a blackboard
we learn, yes, we learn
we read signs in the sky
in the entrails of fowl
in leaves
though we need a gypsy lady
to open her wide dark eyes
surrounded by so much mascara
like rainbows around streetlights
or maybe the moon
we need glasses
disguises
so we don’t see the everyday
homeliness
that dresses up to fool us
with castanets and dire predictions
I don’t know if I would be afraid
to lean over
grab that old gypsy woman’s chin
kiss her more like a lover
than an old aunt
would I be afraid of a scorpion
in that old mouth?
would I mummify on the spot?
the dust of my eyes blows away
joins the desert
that is the remains of the dead?

that gypsy was young, I think, once
olive skin, midnight dark hair
lips that glistened in bewitched dreams
someone would have taken her
did take her once
to a room with a balcony
a great antique bed
a canopy and curtains
and space on that bed
to make a future
greater than a prediction
I look at her
see the embers of beauty
burn away
breathe the smoke
of all the world’s illusions
truth is a homely old lady
selling her wares behind so much make-up
telling the young
“and happily ever after”
I don’t want to listen
or look
I want to believe
in song
in dancing hips
in the wind of fear
which makes you alive
and dares you to grab
the body of this sweet life

The Bicycle Ride
Wes Janson

It’s Come True
David J. Thompson
I was in the delivery room for the birth,
couldn’t tell there was anything wrongthe baby just a gooey, crying mess. Later,
after they cleaned it up, the nurse turned
her head when she handed him to me.
When I pulled back the little blue blanket
to see my son’s face for the first time,
I was ready to coo and make silly faces,
but instead all I said was, Oh, shit, walked
quickly over to the bed and shoved him
at my wife. Goddamnit, I said. It’s come true.
It was a Friday night about nine months ago,
we were both worn out by the work week.
We were feeling silly, watching a Tarzan movie
on TCM, and drinking way too fucking much
of my homemade banana wine. We started
horsing around on the couch as we watched
Cheetah laughing and dancing around clapping
when the always near- naked Tarzan and Jane
disappeared into their tree house love nest.
We, too, then shut off the tv, grabbed the rest
of the yellow nectar, and bounded into the bedroom.
I helped her pulled off her jeans in a hurry, and
she got on top of me with my pants still around
my ankles. Oh, my God, she said when we were
finished with each other and sharing a cigarette.
Your banana wine is going to make a monkey out of me.

I woke up this morning
And washed my face
Then I stepped outside
Willing to embrace…
Another day
Shining bright and clear
With beautiful memories
That I hold so dear
The day was too lovely
To stay inside
So I decided to go
For a bicycle ride
I felt so happy and so complete
As I peddled my bicycle
Down the street
And the warmth of the sun
Made me feel so free
With blessings of hope
And endless glee
And the feeling inside
Was ever so bright
As the coming of dawn
Had taken over the night
And I knew there was something
From which I had gone astray
Something I missed
Because I had looked away
But I found it again
And words couldn’t explain
How the rays of light
Had shown through the rain

Because I already knew
All the answers I sought
So I cast off the burden
Of my repetitive thought

A realization
To which I’d been blind
Always known by my heart
Never known by my mind

And there was no longer a need
For me to look to the skies
Because it was only the light
Reflecting off of my eyes

And when I knew the truth
I felt free as a bird
But I didn’t realize
I had ran into a curb

And I no longer question
The absolute presence
Of the formless truth
Behind eternal essence

I flew off my bike
And smashed into a wall
Only scraped one of my knees…
But punctured both of my BALLS!!!

And I remember the past
Because I can finally see
That I took many roads
On my way to destiny
And as the light and the love
Kept growing inside
I began to realize
That I can no longer hide
For what we all have
And the reasons we care
Points to our main purpose
Which is to selflessly share
And when inner-love
Is outwardly projected
We know the truth
That we are all connected
And then I began
To be honest with Wes
And I had an epiphany
That words can’t express

